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RABBI’S MESSAGE
DECEMBER DILEMMA? DECEMBER PRIDE!
In the middle of an otherwise tense series of exchanges during
the 2010 confirmation hearings for Supreme Court Justice Elena
Kagan, Senator Lindsey Graham paused to ask Kagan where she had
spent the previous Christmas. To great laughter, she replied: “You
know, like all Jews, I was probably at a Chinese restaurant.”
According to Rabbi Joshua Plaut, the story of American Jews
and Chinese food begins at the end of the 19th century, on the
Lower East Side, where Jewish and Chinese immigrants lived in
close proximity. Jews and Chinese were the two largest nonChristian immigrant groups at the turn of the century. The very first
mention of American Jews eating in a Chinese restaurant dates to
1899, when the American Hebrew journal criticized Jews for eating
at non-kosher restaurants. The popularity of non-kosher Chinese
cuisine among some Jews has been explained by sociologist Gaye
Tuchman as the “safe tryef” phenomenon. Chinese cooking does not
use dairy, unlike many Mexican and Italian dishes. Some Jews
considered pork and shellfish in Chinese food to be “safe treyf”,
because they were often wrapped in a wonton or hidden in sauce,
which made it more palatable to eat.
Chinese restaurants were notably open on Sundays and during
Christian holidays when other restaurants would be closed. But
Jewish and Chinese Americans were linked not only by proximity,
but by otherness. According to Jennifer Lee, director of the
documentary The Search for General Tso, Jewish affinity for
Chinese food “reveals a lot about immigration history and what it’s
like to be outsiders.” How appropriate that many Jews adopted the
custom of eating Chinese on December 25, as there are few days that
remind American Jews of their Jewishness/ otherness more than
Christmas in the United States.
The sense of otherness that Jews experience during the December
holiday season is expressed in another custom this time of year: the
custom to refrain from learning Torah on December 24. Rabbi
Gavriel Zinner in his sefer Nitei Gavriel has 5 chapters devoted to
the customs related to “Nittel Nacht” (“birth night”).
It is suggested that the custom originates from a time and place
when it was common for Christians to start pogroms on their
holidays, especially December 24. Jewish leaders instructed their
communities to stay home that night and not go out to their evening
shiur or chavrutah as they normally would. Others suggest that any
Jewish homes with lights on inside would be targets of violence. Out
of a concern for safety the custom developed to not study Torah
even at home.
Others suggest that the custom is based on the notion that
learning on the eve of December 24 would provide spiritual energy
to the holiday and its observers. When the Satmar Rebbe, Rav Yoel
Teitelbaum, was sitting shiva for his only surviving daughter, Chaya
Roiza Teitelbaum, in 1953, Rabbi Menachem Mendel Schneerson
traveled to Williamsburg to pay a shiva visit. During that meeting,
the Satmar Rebbe asked why Nittel Nacht is “observed” by Jews
according to the secular calendar, and not the Jewish one. Rabbi
Schneerson responded, that since the concept of not learning on
Decemebr 24th eve is so that we do not to contribute spiritual energy
on that day, it makes sense to go according
to when non-Jews observe it. (Minhag
Chabad is that in locations where Greek
Orthodox Christmas is celebrated, they
refrain from learning Torah on the eve of
January 6.)
Some connect the custom to the fact that
December 25 is the date identified as the
birthday of Jesus. Rav Nosson Adler, teacher
of the Chasam Sofer, suggested that as a
result this date is a day of mourning. Just as

Torah study is restricted (in certain ways) on Tisha B’Av, so too did
the custom develop to restrict it on the eve of December 24. Rabbi
Zinner quotes an opinion that not learning in connection with Jesus
is similar to the practice of a person sitting shiva for a relative who
becomes an apostate (as the Mordechai did for his son). We express
our sadness over the founding of Christianity by adopting the
mourning practice of limiting Torah study. Rabbi Bentzion
Halberstam of Bobov (Kedushas Tziyon) notes that Jesus was a
student of Rabbi Yehoshua ben Perachya, and he learned a lot of
Torah. However, he did not live a Torah lifestyle. And as Rabbi
Shimon ben Gamliel taught (Avot 1:17) “Study is not the most
important thing, but rather actions.” Rabbi Halberstam suggests that
on December 24 we refrain from learning as a cautionary tale that
study without action is not only worthless, it can be heretical.
A priest once asked Rav Yonasan Eibeschutz: If according to
Pirkei Avot, Torah is one of the pillars upon which the world stands,
then how can the world survive on December 24, when Jews are not
learning Torah? Rabbi Eibeschutz answered that “Minhag YisraelTorah”; Jewish customs are very important, and observing the
custom to not learn on December 24 is considered engaging with
Torah.
The custom of Nittel Nacht remains strong among Chasidim.
There is a famous picture of Rabbis Schneerson, the 6 th and 7th
Chabad Rebbes, playing chess on December 24 th eve. Many only
observe the custom until midnight. The Chasam Sofer said that if
you observe this custom, you should stay up (or nap) until midnight
and then wake up and learn Torah as you normally would earlier in
the evening. A benefit of waiting to learn until midnight is that this
way Jews are engaged in Torah at the same time that Christians are
engaged in their midnight mass. The custom has all but disappeared
within non-Chasidic communities. Rav Shlomo Aviner suggests this
is because the custom was a reflection of a physical danger Jews felt
in Christian Europe. In places and times when this is not the case,
such as 21st century America and Israel, there is no reason to
continue the practice.
This year December 24-25 is Shabbat. Some say that Shabbat
overrides the concern, while others maintain that the custom remains
in place. Weinstock Family custom is Litvish in this regard, ie we
will not refrain from learning Torah on December 24 evening.
Whether or not we will eat Chinese food over that Shabbat is to be
determined. Nittel Nacht on December 24 and kosher Chinese food
on December 25 reminds us of how blessed we are to live at a time
when Jews are relatively safe and able to freely and proudly express
our Jewish traditions and practices, compared to any other time in
the Diaspora. It is also a poignant reminder that no matter how safe
and comfortable we might be, we are not like other Americans or
other religions. As we say at the end of daily morning tefilah (in
U’va LTZion): “Blessed is He, our God, Who created us for His
glory, and set us apart from those who go astray; and gave us the
Torah of truth, and eternal life He implanted within us.”
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sharonbrandt18@gmail.com
*** Extremely Reliable

***Highest Value For Your Home

*** First Class Service

***Always 100% Honest

CALL ME, SHARON BRANDT FOR MORE INFORMATION
THE TOP LISTING AGENT IN EMERALD HILLS!
Four Bedroom, 2 bath, corner lot, Asking: $835,000
The Preserves, Breathtaking Deerwood Model-5 BD, 4 ½ Bath, pool for SOLD
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PRESIDENT’S MESSAGE
Expansion & Safety Updates: We’ve discussed in past columns the
incredible amount of growth in our community and some of the challenges
and opportunities that the growth presents. I’d like to keep you up to date
on our expansion plans and the work of our security committee.
Out of Space: We are out of space. On Shabbat morning we are using all
the space that is available in our current facilities. Our youth activities
need more space; the 9:15am minyan occupies the social hall, limiting
space for kiddushim and the sounds filter through the sound wall into the
sanctuary (even though that wall has been upgraded); the Sephardic
minyan is growing and needs more room than the current library
configuration provides. Thankfully, if we must have “problems” we’re
better off having to deal with this situation than the reverse of too much
space and not enough people.
Tent: To provide some additional space and flexibility we are upgrading
the tent. The floor has been replaced, walls and doors have been ordered to
enclose the tent, electrical lines have been run and air conditioners have
been purchased. Those upgrades should be completed soon.
Building Expansion: If we could purchase any of the properties that
adjoin our own, we would gain the use of those buildings as well as the
additional land upon which they are situated. We’ve spoken with our
neighbors and none of them are interested in selling at this time. Therefore,
we are proceeding under the assumption that the only property that is
available to us is the property that we currently own and that our plans
must fit within the confines of that footprint. With that in mind, our
expansion committee, headed by Maish Staiman, has begun meeting with
Joe Kaller of Kaller Architecture. Joe has designed many shuls in South
Florida and is familiar with our facilities. Though preliminary, the
discussions with Joe Kaller have been productive. Tentatively, we are
considering a two-story expansion of approximately 14,000 square feet on
the north side of our existing structure, on what is currently the paved
parking lot. This building would include a much larger social hall, a new
kitchen, and flex space for minyanim and classes. We will probably also
renovate our existing facilities to increase their functionality and renovate
them to current aesthetic standards. We and the architects will have to deal
with challenges presented by scarce parking space, drainage, elevation
issues and handicap accessibility. Nonetheless, when completed it should
be beautiful and accommodate the growth of our community. If you are
interested in securing your dedication or endowment opportunity early
please speak with me (mben-ezra@flplg.com, 954-284-0900x100) or Josh
Loberfeld (joshloberfeld@gmail.com).
Mikvah: Our Sisterhood, under the leadership of Alisa Benayoun, and in
conjunction with the expansion and fundraising committees, has begun
planning and fundraising for renovations to our mikvah. We want to
enhance the experience by increasing the beauty and comfort of our
facilities. In connection with that, part of the design concept for the
potential building expansion may create a more private entrance. Some of
our members have already come forward to commit funds for and work on
this renovation project. If you would like to be part of this exciting project,
including with dedication opportunities, please speak with Alisa Benayoun
alisabena@gmail.com) or Josh Loberfeld (joshloberfeld@gmail.com).
Security: We have a very dedicated and informed security committee led
by Leon Melnitsky, Marc Leff and Dror Ben-Aharon, and a professional
security director, Avinoam Agame, who is also in charge of security at
BMA. They coordinate the efforts of our volunteer shomrim and work
closely and have cultivated strong relationships with the Hollywood Police
Department and local authorities. Before Covid we conducted a Shabbat
morning emergency preparedness drill in each of our minyanim to begin to
familiarize our members with what to expect and what to do in case of a
real emergency. The security committee is getting ready for another
preparedness drill soon. Leading up to this the committee will engage in a
“table top” drill, a planning and rehearsal session with limited people in
attendance taking place in advance to make the real drill effective. The real
emergency preparedness drill will conclude with a Hollywood PD
appreciation ceremony and Outstanding Police Officer of the Year Award.
Our security committee is also working on a standard set of reminders that
can be given at every minyan so that we are familiar with the procedures in
case of a real emergency. When you see them, please thank our security
committee and shomrim and let them know if you would like to be
involved.
There is much to do and we keep moving forward, working to enhance the
life of our community. Best wishes for a Chanukah sameach.

Marc Ben-Ezra
President
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SISTERHOOD’S MESSAGE
Have you ever considered the following expression?
“Shmiras Shabbos, kashrus, and taharas hamishpacha are the
three pillar mitzvot of orthodox Judaism.”
I have some questions about that.
We are taught that there is no mitzvah-hierarchy. We must
attempt to fulfil all mitzvot to the best of our ability, as if they are
all equally important. So those three mitzvot listed above? They’re
not the most ‘important’ observances in the eyes of Hashem. They
can’t be. Rather, these three mitzvot are a way for us, as humans, to
evaluate the observance of a community.
Pretend you were a nineteenth-century traveling Rabbi
approaching a town on the back of a mule drawn cart. These were
your guideposts to know if you could stay in the town, or if you’d
be moving on.
Can you guess my question yet?
Two of these three mitzvot have a public, outward observance.
On Shabbat, we refrain from working. It’s an obvious day of rest.
With kashrus, you can’t just walk into your local treif butcher to
order dinner. So, that nineteenth-century traveling rabbi would
notice that there’s no shochet in town, or that there were Jews out
working on Shabbos.
But taharas hamishpacha? By what means, pray tell, would this
rabbi measure the community observance?
Not only is this a mitzvah kept by less than half the orthodox
population (women, and smaller still, only married women within a
certain age bracket), but it’s a mitzvah for which we pride
ourselves on tzneiut. On keeping it a secret. In trying to answer this
question, I thought a lot about what mikvah observance means. I
revisited Aryeh Kaplan’s famous book on the topic, on how the
practice means spiritual renewal and rebirth. I researched the
Hebrew word itself, “mikvah”, which can be pronounced
differently as “mikaveh”, which means, “hope”. But if we built a
time-traveling machine and the nineteenth century rabbi popped
out, none of those would help inform him of the observance level
of a community.
A time traveling rabbi might notice the presence or absence of a
mikvah in a community. I grew up in Sacramento, California,
where my parents helped build the very first mikvah in the region.
Before its completion, I heard stories of women who drove for two
hours to dip in a freezing cold lake, or in the ocean in the dead of
night, with only their husbands as witnesses. This kind of trek,
made regularly, might be noticeable to the visiting nineteenth
century rabbi.
The answer, I think, relates to this. The very presence of a
mikvah is an indicator of a sizeable orthodox community.
Nowadays, there’s an expression that an orthodox community has
really ‘made it’ if they’ve managed to build the trifecta: shuls,
pools, and schools. The existence of a mikvah is a touchstone for
the community.
But I think there’s a more nuanced answer. It’s not just the
existence of a mikvah, but the condition
in which it’s kept that can tell you about
a community. There’s a concept in
Judaism called “lehader mitzvah,” to
make a mitzvah beautiful. Certainly,
performing a mitzvah at a base level is
acceptable in the eyes of Hashem. But if
one has the means, and performs a mitzvah on a beautiful level?
That is praiseworthy. This year, we’re gearing up to revamp our
synagogue’s mikvah. You’ll see our fundraising efforts coming out
in a short while, and if you would like to contribute or get involved
in the project, we could always use more hands on deck. Let’s
make this mikvah the most beautiful it can be. Let’s make this
pillar of orthodox Judaism a “mehudar” one.
And if that nineteenth century rabbi comes knocking on doors –
assuming he’s not rendered speechless by modern day plumbing –
do me a favor. Ask him if we can borrow his time machine? That
sounds like fun.

Alisa “Ace” Benayoun

Sisterhood President

Yaakov Waldman PA
Realtor | Beachfront Realty, Inc.
Residential & Commercial Brokerage Services

(954) 326-8080

y.waldman1@gmail.com
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THE DARK SIDE OF ADDING LIGHT:
DO WE PENALIZE THE FORGETFUL
Rabbi Adam Frieberg raf@yih.org

One of the nice parts about being a congregational rabbi, as
opposed to a teacher in a school, is that discipline is outside
the purview of my job. Despite the occasional shush towards
someone talking in shul, my job is to educate, inspire and
inform. I leave the judgements and punishments for noncompliance to God. In that vein, especially in the post-Beit
HaMikdash world we sadly still live in (where atonement
through physical offerings is no longer applicable), there are
few formal punishments to halachic misdemeanors. While
teshuva is always appropriate, there are very few ways a rabbi
can help a penitent actualize their repentance. With this in
mind, it is rather shocking that Rama1 proscribes a knas, a
penalty, obligating women who forget to light Shabbat candles
to light an additional candle on subsequent Shabbatot for the
rest of their lifetime. Mishna Berurah2 sees this punishment as
a reminder of the importance of honoring Shabbat, a deterrent
from disgracing it in the future. For this reason, Magen
Avraham3 rules that if she did not light for reasons beyond her
control (illness, in an environment where it was illegal to do
so…) she is exempt from the penalty.

For a full discussion of using electric lights in lieu of
Shabbat candles, please see my previous article on this topic 5.
In short, let’s assume that they can be used, especially
incandescent lightbulbs. That raises a second question: do
electric lights turned on after plag hamincha, the earliest time
to light Shabbat candles, without any intention of being lit in
honor of Shabbat, fulfill the mitzvah enough to avoid the
penalty if candles were not lit? This question is addressed,
though in a slightly different context, by the Ba’alei Tosafot6.
There, Rabbeinu Meshulam argues that if a candle was burning
prior to Shabbat, there is no need to extinguish it and relight it
for the purpose of lighting Shabbat candles. The house has
light and so the goal has been accomplished and nothing else
needs to be done. Rabbeinu Tam, on the other hand, disagrees,
and states that the candles must be extinguished and relit for
the sake of Shabbat. Rama7 rules in accordance with Rabbeinu
Tam.

Nonetheless, Mishna Berurah8 rules that if lights were lit
after plag hamincha (1.25 halachic hours before sunset) for the
sake of illuminating the house for Shabbat, though not
Why do we specifically proscribe a consequence for this
explicitly for the sake of fulfilling the mitzvah of Shabbat
infraction when neglecting other halachot, even ones which are candles, post facto, that can count as having fulfilled the
biblical in nature (neglecting to lay tefillin, for example), has
obligation to light candles for Shabbat. Therefore, contends
no tangible penalty? While I will leave this question largely as Rabbi Asher Bush9 in a modern response, if the lights were
food for thought, perhaps it could tie into the cosmic
turned on after plag hamincha, we can assume they were
significance of the mitzvah. Some explain that Shabbat candles meant to provide light to the home over the course of Shabbat,
serve as reparation for Chava’s sin of eating from the
thus avoiding the penalty of having to light an extra Shabbat
forbidden tree. Lighting candles brings back some of the light candle during all subsequent weeks.
into the world that was removed through her sin. Mishna
This ruling is not accepted by all. Pri Megadim10, for
Berurah4 explains that is why the lighting is usually done by
example, says that the penalty applies even to a woman who
women, despite everyone in the home having an equal
accidentally lights one fewer candles than she normally lights.
obligation to ensure the lighting is done.
Those who subscribe to this position, Machatzit HaShekel11
So when two separate women, in the last few weeks,
and Kaf HaChaim12 to name a few, would therefore say that
approached me on respective Friday nights, visibly distraught lighting electric lights without intention for them to serve as
about the fact that they had, in the pre-Shabbat rush, neglected your Shabbat candles does not exempt you from the penalty.
to light candles, and wanted to know what to do about it, I
These positions notwithstanding, Biur Halacha13 and many
spent some time digging into the origins of this minhag to
others do not accept this Pri Megadim, saying that this extends
penalize and whether or not it applies nowadays. The question a custom beyond its original intention. Based on our modern
at hand, is that if we have many electric lights that are left on
reality, that our homes are lit up with electric lights, I believe
in our homes, thereby preventing people bumping into things
the common practice to ignore the punitive custom, which
throughout Shabbat and becoming upset by this nuisance (the requires an extra candle to be lit each Shabbat going forward,
true meaning of shalom bayit, as referred to in reference to the is definitely defendable.
Shabbat candles), do we still need to punish when not so much
has been lost. This raises a corollary question- if not so much
is added by lighting the Shabbat candles, how can a blessing
be recited upon their lighting?
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Shulchan Aruch, Orech Chaim 263:1, citing Maharil
Mishna Berurah 263:7
3
Magen Avraham 263:3
4
Mishna Berurah 263:12
5
https://images.shulcloud.com/406/uploads/bulletin/Bulletin2020/YIHFebbulletin2020.pdf, see page 7
6
Mesechet Shabbat, page 25b, s.v. Chovah

Rama to Shulchan Aruch, Orech Chaim 263:4
Mishna Berurah 263:20
9
Shoel BeShelomo, 16
10
Eishel Avraham 263:3
11
Machatzit HaShekel 263:3
12
Kaf HaChaim 263:11
13
Biur Halacha 263:1 s.v. SheShachechah
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FACTS I DISCOVERED WHILE LOOKING UP OTHER THINGS
Rabbi Edward Davis
couple and recite the Sheva Berachot (7 blessings) at the
end of the Bensching (Grace after Meals). This is not
obligatory. In a responsum, the Chatam Sofer (Rabbi
Moshe Schreiber, 1782-1839, Germany and Slovakia)
wrote that in his area, the friends made Sheva Berachot
only on Shabbat. They did not do weekday Sheva
Berachot because a) people worked during the week, and
b) it would be an economic hardship on the people to
host a banquet meal for so many people. An additional
Halachah is the requirement of having Panim Chadashot,
a “new face,” a person who had not attended a previous
Sheva Berachot. The Shabbat and Rosh Chodesh days
would count as Panim Chadashot. The new face would re
-invigorate the sense of joy and would allow the recitation
of Sheva Berachot.

RABBI GERSHON BEN YITZCHAK ASHKENAZI ULIF
(born in Ulif, Germany 1618, died in Metz, France 1693).
He studied under the greatest minds of his generation.
He ended up migrating to different positions due to
government anti-Semitism or advancing his career. He
ended up in Metz, France for several decades as his final
position. He married three times, having been widowed
twice, and had ten children. He was brilliant and had an
enormous following. Among his pupils was the famous
Rabbi David Oppenheim, rabbi of Prague. Reb David was
one of the wealthiest Jews of his generation, and
possessed one of the most extensive libraries ever
amassed. (His library is housed today at Oxford
University in England.) He wrote that if, God forbid, the
Torah were forgotten, Rabbi Gershon could restore it with
his sharp memory and intellect. When Rabbi
Gershon died, the community of Metz, and many other
communities, decreed a one year ban on music and
singing as a sign of mourning for this rabbi they
considered to be the Halachik giant of their time. (The
name Ashkenazi was added to his name because he was
born in Germany.)

THROWING
OUT
THE
SHOES.
A
terrible
misconception in many Jewish communities exists about
the custom of throwing out all the shoes of a deceased
person. The tradition actually is that we discard the shoes
that the deceased was wearing when he died. All the
other shoes may be used or given to charity. This is
related to the belief that the shoes that he was wearing at
the time of death could possibly contain some kind of
poison (or germs) that remain in his shoes. Or it is
possible to explain this tradition by the respect required to
give the deceased, even the deceased's perspiration,
which is in the shoes. Throwing away his other shoes is a
terrible waste of useful clothing. It is proper to honor the
deceased by putting to use the clothing he left behind,
including the shoes.

THE GOLDEN GATE BRIDGE. When the bridge
opened in 1937, it was the longest and tallest bascule
bridge in the world. It was the hard work of Joseph
Baermann Strauss, born 1870 in Cincinnati and died in
1938, in Los Angeles. He died just a short year after the
completion of the bridge; his early death was brought on
by the pressures and stress of this project. A statue of
him is on the side of the bridge. When in college, he was
hospitalized, and he had a view of the John A. Roebling
Suspension Bridge. This sparked his interest in bridges.
(Roebling built bridges, including the Brooklyn Bridge in
New York.) Upon completion of college, he got a job with
a firm that specialized in building bridges. At that time
bascule bridges were built with expensive iron
counterweights, but Strauss suggested using concrete
counterweights. The company refused, so Strauss started
his own company and built bridges all over the country.
For the Golden Gate he needed to raise the funds for the
bridge. He required a net under the construction, which
ended up saving 19 lives. There was much opposition to
the project, some due to anti-Semitism. The railroad
company, which operated the ferry system, was a major
opponent. That case went all the way to the U.S.
Supreme Court, which Strauss won in 1932. Support for
the project came from the automobile industry. When the
bridge opened in 1937, over 200,000 people walked
across the bridge as part of the opening ceremony. Two
major helpers, bridge builders themselves, were Jewish.
Leon Moisseiff (1872-1943) was born in Latvia and came
to the U.S. at the age of 19. He graduated Columbia
University in 1895. He built the Manhattan Bridge.
Another helper was Leon Morrow, who was of JewishRussian heritage.

THE EXODUS SHIP. In 1947 Haganah agents came
across the dilapidated hulk of a steamship, the President
Warfield, a ship christened in 1928 as a luxury liner. It
was stripped bare, painted a drab navy and grey, and it
was put into service during World War II. It helped in the
D-Day invasion in Normandy and at Omaha Beach. At
the end of its career it was sold for scrap metal in Virginia
for $8,028. The Haganah offered $50,000 covertly,
planning to use her to run the British blockade and bring
Jews to Palestine. The British found out about the
Warfield and targeted it for destruction. In July 1947, it
carried 4,500 Jewish immigrants from France to
Palestine. It had an Israeli captain. The ship was manned
by 35 volunteers, mostly American Jews. The British
captured the Exodus and transferred the Jews onto three
vessels and transported them to France originally, but
eventually to a camp in Germany, to a German section
controlled in post war years by the British. This was
terrible for the passengers who were Holocaust survivors.
Skipping many details, months passed by, and the State
of Israel was declared. The British were able to transport
most of the passengers to the new State of Israel. The
Exodus sank several times near Haifa. An unsuccessful
dive effort was made to locate its remains in October
2016. A memorial was dedicated in July 2017 in the port
SHEVA BERACHOT. For the week following the of Haifa.
wedding of a first time Chattan and Kallah (Groom and
Bride), it is customary to have a meal with the bridal
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carolcarmel224@gmail.com
I’VE GOT THE “KEYS’ TO YOUR NEW
HOME!!! The Ultimate Professional
Connecting Great People with Great
Homes for 20+ years

HOLLYWOOD OAKS:

Four Bedroom plus office. SOLD
Four Bedroom plus playroom & office. SOLD
Three Bedroom plus office. SOLD
THE PRESERVE:
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Deerwood—PENDING
FAIRWAYS:

One Bedroom. SOLD
RESULTS NOT RHETORIC! Call me today to help
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QUESTIONS & ANSWERS
Q: There’s a certain type of bread roll made in Asian cuisines called Bao, also known as steamed buns or baozi. They
can either be stuffed with something, usually meat or sliced and used like a sandwich. What is the proper bracha?
A: Since the dough is steamed, it has the same law as boiled dough. Therefore the proper bracha on steamed Bao
buns is Mezonot, like we say on pasta.
Q: What is the proper bracha on a wheat wrap?
A: There is much discussion on this topic. According to many opinions, the proper bracha in HaMotzi, and this
makes sense to me. This is definitely true if you are eating the wrap as you would slices of bread, ie filled with another food. But even if you are eating a plain wrap, in most cases the proper blessing is Hamotzi. There is a video
online of Rav Dovid Feinstein zt’l being shown a wheat wrap and asked what is its bracha. Rav Feinstein says that it
looks like bread and its bracha is Hamotzi.
Q: If there is bread remaining at the end of my meal, should I leave it on the table for Birkat Hamazon?

A: Bread is left on the table to symbolize that G-d provides us with more than our needs, as well as to provide a
foundation for further blessing. (Shulchan Aruch OC 180:1.) The Mishna Brurah gives the example of the miracle
performed by Elisha, in which a single jug of oil was able to fill scores of other vessels (Melachim II Chapter 4).
Q: I ate a meal with bread, but I forgot to recite Birkat Hamazon and left the table. Must I return to the meal location in
order to bentch? How much time do I have after eating to recite Birkat Hamazon?
A: From the time one finishes the meal (ie last food, not last bread) you have 72 minutes to bentch. After 72 minutes,
if you’re are still full you can bentch. If you’re a little hungry it is proper to eat another k’zayit of bread and then say
Birkat Hamazon. Whether you need to return to the meal location in order to bentch is a dispute between Beit Hillel
and Beit Shammai (Brachot 51b). The Mishnah Berurah writes that it is preferable to return to the location of the
meal. However, if that is not easily accomplished, then one can say Birkat Hamazon in the new location.
REMINDER: Saturday night, December 4th at Maariv we begin to say V’Tein Tal Umatar in our weekday Amidah in
the bracha of Bareich Aleinu. If one accidentally says “V’Tein Bracha” instead:
If you’re in the middle of the bracha of Bareich Aleinu- go back to phrase “V’Tein Tal Umatar” and correct.
If you are past Bareich Aleinu, insert “V’Tein Tal Umatar” in the bracha of Shema Koleinu.
If you are past Shema Koleinu, go back to the bracha of Bareich Aleinu.
If you finished the Amidah, repeat Shemonah Esrei.

KOSHER KORNER


Kinder’s Seasonings are no longer under Kof-K supervision; new containers therefore do not bear the Kof-K
symbol.



Not all Snapple drinks are Kosher, and not all of the Kosher varieties are pareve. Always check each bottle or can
for the OK symbol, plus for its pareve / dairy status.



OU Kosher Israel Guide 5782 with a lot of useful information about Shemitah is now available at: https://
www.ouisrael.org/ou-kosher-israel-guide/



ORB updates:
Izzy’s Brooklyn Smokehouse is certified Glatt Meat, Pas Yisroel:
3585 NE 207th Street, Aventura, 33180, 305-690-7103 izzyssmokehouse.com
Ariel’s Delicious Pizza is certified Dairy, Cholov Yisroel, Pas Yisroel, Yoshon, Tuna Bishul Yisroel:
3330 Griffin Road, Ft. Lauderdale, 754-888-9262
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Before

Call or Text: 412.606.7458
Our very own master silversmith Moshe Pekkar of NMB is
available to accept all your silver items for expert repair &

Alan Tager, Certified Personal Trainer
New U Fitness, LLC
4100 N 37th Avenue
Hollywood, FL 33021

Alvin Cohen…looking and feeling good!

Fully Covid-19 Vaccinated
Private Work-Out Studio
Specializing in Senior Wellness
Early morning and afternoon sessions available
Resistance Training and Weight Loss Programs
Focus on Mobility, Stability, Stamina and Strength
Private Training for both Women and Men
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Young Israel of Hollywood-Ft.
Lauderdale is pleased to be
participating in the Broward Jewish Community Life & Legacy Initiative.
We’d like to thank and recognize those that have made a commitment to
the success and continuation of our shul to assure our future.

Anonymous
Mr. Tsachi & Dr. Jessica Baitner
Mr. Marc & Dr. Lori Ben-Ezra
Dr. & Mrs. William & Batzi Berman
Mr. Howard Bienenfeld & Mrs. Carol Lasek
Mr. & Mrs. Gary & Sandra Bloom
Dr. Alvin & Dr. Tamara Cohen
Stephen & Susu Danis
Mrs. Sandra Edelboim
Dr. Sheldon Estreicher
Rabbi & Mrs. Yoni & Rachel Fein
Mr. David Goldis
Mr. & Mrs. Shaya & Miriam Gutleizer
Mr. Eli & Dr. Shani Hagler
Rabbi & Mrs. Yaakov & Reva Homnick
Dr. Raananah Svirsky Katz
Mr. & Mrs. Jonathan & Susana Kaweblum
Mr. & Mrs. Mark & Crissy Kogan
Dr. & Mrs. David & Amy Lasko
Mr. & Mrs. Jerry & Sharon Ness
Mr. & Mrs. Ari & Cheryl Pearl
Dr. Mitchell B. Rosenfeld
Heather & Sam Sered
Mr. & Mrs. Ilya & Hanna Shekhter
Mrs. Myra Shulkes
Mr. & Mrs. Maish & Tziviah Staiman
Mr. Yitz Stern
Mr. & Mrs. Alan J. & Jill Tager
Ghita Wolpowitz
Mr. & Mrs. Keith & Jessica Wasserstrom
Rabbi & Mrs. Yosef & Rebecca Weinstock
Mrs. Sharona Whisler
Mr. & Mrs. Brett & Robin Zuckerman
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DONATIONS
Abby’s Closet
Clothing for needy children in memory of Abby Ginsberg
Herbert G & Edith Fishler in memory of Maish Staiman’s
mother
Naomi Staiman
David & Joan Kornbluth in memory of Rabbi Rodney
Feinerman's mother Ruth (Shepsie) Feinerman
In memory of Roni Kurtz’s, father Sam Leff
Warren & Enid Schwartz

Charity Fund
Rabbi’s Discretionary Fund
Yosef & Leah Amar
Gershon & Aviva Distenfeld in honor of Gershon winning a
World Series of Poker Gold Bracelet
Stan & Marla Frohlinger
Beth-ann Gan in appreciation to Rabbi Howie Seif and Rabbi
Yosef Weinstock
In memory of her grandfather, Samuel Gan-Shlomo ben
Yitzhak Gershen, and great aunt Anne Kaplan-Hinda bat
Moshe
Ben J & Dorit Genet in memory of Maish Staiman’s mother
Naomi Staiman
In memory of Roni Kurtz’s, father Sam Leff
Frederick & Miriam Klein in appreciation of his aliyah
Eli & Rachelle Schachter in memory of his grandmother Malca
Schachter
Fred & Lori Wittlin

Jewish Education Fund
Funding to local Jewish schools
William & Batzi Berman in honor of the birth of a grandson to
Joe & Fay Poliak
In honor of the birth of a granddaughter to Stan & Marla
Frohlinger
In appreciation to Alvin & Tamara Cohen for their
friendship and hospitality
In appreciation to David & Sandy Epstein for their
friendship and hospitality

Seforim Fund
Prayer Books and Library Books
Alvin & Tamara Cohen in memory of Roni Kurtz’s father Sam
Leff
In memory of Robert Finberg
Rabbi Neil & Deborah Cohen and the Chames family in
memory of Maish Staiman’s mother Naomi Staiman
Irene Friederwitzer
Jerry & Sharon Ness in memory of Maish Staiman’s mother
Naomi Staiman
Aviva Share in memory of Robert Finberg

Shul
Synagogue Operating Budget
Seth & Susan Adelman in memory of Maish Staiman’s mother
Naomi Staiman
Elliott Adler in appreciation of his aliyah
Irving Adler in appreciation of his aliyah

Marc Agronin in appreciation of his aliyah
Yosef & Leah Amar in appreciation of his aliyah
Avi & Judy Baitner in appreciation of his aliyah
Jeffrey Baum in appreciation of his aliyah
Samuel & Ronit Bentolila in appreciation of his aliyah in the
Sephardic minyan
Daniel & Tammy Berkowitz in appreciation of his aliyah
Marc & Carol Berley in appreciation of his aliyah
Eli & Goldie Berman in appreciation of his aliyah
Gary & Sandra Bloom in appreciation of his aliyah
In memory of Maish Staiman’s mother Naomi Staiman
Chaim Y. & Sarah Botwinick in appreciation of his aliyah
Aron & Melissa Burger in memory of Maish Staiman’s
mother
Naomi Staiman
Carol Carmel in memory of Roni Kurtz’s father Sam Leff
Avi & Adina Ciment in appreciation of his aliyah on Shemini
Azeret
Mark & Rochelle Daniels in memory of Norman Palgon’s
father Arthur Palgon
Stephen & Susu Danis in appreciation of his aliyah
Gershon & Aviva Distenfeld in appreciation of his aliyah
David & Ingrid Edery in appreciation of his aliyah in the
Sephardic minyan
Walter & Fay Fingerer in appreciation of his aliyah
David Fishel in appreciation of his aliyah
Herbert G & Edith Fishler in appreciation of his aliyah
Carey & Eve Franco in appreciation of his aliyah in the
Sephardic minyan
Jacob & Talia Freiman in appreciation of his aliyah
Stan & Marla Frohlinger in memory of Bob Finberg
Leonard Getz in appreciation of his aliyah
Joey & Joy Gluska in appreciation of his aliyah in the
Sephardic minyan
David & Arlene Goldberger in appreciation of his aliyah
Norman & Sandra Goldglantz in appreciation of his aliyah
Emigdio Guevara
Moshe Aharon Izsak maskir neshamot of the Izsak family
Yossi & Rachelle Kanoff in appreciations of Benny’s aliyah
Mark & Crissy Kogan
Chaim Moshe & Chana Rochel Kovacs
Stephen & Roni Kurtz in memory of Maish Staiman’s mother
Naomi Staiman
Stuart Lavenda
Norman & Diane Linzer in appreciation of his aliyah
Barry & Carole Lynn in memory of Bob Finberg
In memory of Maish Staiman’s mother Naomi Staiman
Gerald & Ruth Mayerhoff in appreciation of his aliyot
Marc & Rita Morse in appreciation of his aliyah
Daniel & Anniel Nagler in honor of Rabbi Davis’ return
In appreciation of his Aliyah
Continued on the bottom of page 20….
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SIMCHAS FROM OUR FAMILIES
MAZAL TOV TO:
BIRTHS












David & Chaya Salamon on the birth of their son
Jared & Danielle Lustman on the birth of their daughter Quinn Gabriella (Ateret Gittel)
Moshe & Rivka Genet on the birth of their son Reuben Boaz, and to grandparents David & Monica Genet, uncle & aunt Ben J.
& Dorit Genet, and to the entire family
Sandy & Norman Goldglantz on the birth of their grandson born to Miriam & Joseph Goldglantz, and to aunts & uncles-Lauren
& Simeon Stamm, Stephanie & Jimmy Davis, Shira & Zack Goldglantz and all the cousins. Special Mazal Tov to greatgrandmother Miriam Mitzner
Steven & Sarah Jacoby on the birth of their granddaughter, Lily Bea, Leah Simcha, to Matthew & Dakota Jacoby
Susan Chusid and Howie & Channy Chusid on the birth of a grandson in Israel, born to Jake & Sara Leah Chusid
Norman & Rivka Ginsparg on the birth of their granddaughter Kayla Rose, Ahava Kayla, to Yaakov & Eta Ginsparg
Keith & Jessica Wasserstrom on the birth of their granddaughter Sara Penina born in North Miami Beach to Meira & Lee
Schwartz
Moshe & Judith Grushko on the birth of a grandson to Dr. Danielle & Heskel Balas
Rachael Schachter on the birth of her granddaughter Reina Malka born to Eli & Rachelle Schachter, and to aunt & uncle Goldie
& Yisroel Silverman

ENGAGEMENTS & MARRIAGES







Yacov & Sara Wallerstein on the marriage of their daughter Ronit to Sruly Goodman
Avromi & Beth Friedman on Lauren’s engagement to Eli Zafrani, and to siblings Eitan & Kira
Marty & Marsha Schenker on the engagement of their granddaughter Leah Schenker to Nochum Goldman, and to uncle and
aunt, Rabbi Yosef & Rebecca Weinstock and extended family
Rabbi Moshe & Naama Parnes on the marriage of their son Shuey to Ricki Spar, daughter of Yoni & Chashie Spar from
Minneapolis, MN. Special Mazal Tov to grandparents, Mrs. Sora Tzivia Parnes and Rabbi & Mrs. Sholom & Esther Tendler
Mark & Naomi Rubin on the engagement of their daughter Shira to Samuel Klein from Houston
Barry & Lois Levontin on the marriage of their granddaughter Gabi Amrami to Omer Tovy, son of Sylvie & Yoni, z”l Tovy of
Israel and Skokie and to the entire family

BNEI MITZVAH


Carol Carmel on the Bar Mitzvah of her grandson Joey Ratner-Stauber in Los Angeles, and to aunt & uncle Jessica & Amiel
Lindenbaum, and the entire family

ALSO MAZAL TOV TO


Rabbi Frederick Klein on his honor from M’dor L’dor for his service to the Greater Miami Jewish Community and the
humanitarian effort during the Surfside tragedy

WELCOME NEW MEMBERS



Ziv & Hauna Baron
Ronn & Geena Blitzer

WE WARMLY THANK OUR SHABBAT SPONSORS
SEUDAH SHLISHIT




In honor of the Daf Yomi Group Siyyum for Masechet Rosh Hashanah. Mazal Tov to Rabbi Yossi Jankovits, Rabbi Jay Salid,
Rabbi Yaakov Sprung, Rabbi Allen Saks, Rabbi Howie Seif, Paul Ginsberg, Danny Hoisman, Irwin Gottlieb, Ruben Gotlieb,
Shelly Levin, Alan Pritzker, Herb Fishler, Menashe Frank, Joel Davis, Jeff Simon, Ari Pearl, Martin Hoffman, Zack Schenker,
David Epstein, Sid Shapiro, Yosi Lahav, Joe Shapiro, Larry Reiss, and all the Daf Yomi participants
Chames family to commemorate the 13th yahrzeit of Dr. Abraham Chames z”l



Barry & Lois Levontin to commemorate the yahrzeit of her mother Edith Greenberg Scher




Sam & Heather Sered to commemorate the yahrzeit of his mother Roberta Sered
Dr. Aviva Distenfeld in honor of her husband Gershon winning a 2021 World Series of Poker bracelet and donating his
winnings to various tzedakahs
Bentolila family in honor of Ronit’s birthday
Paul & Yvonne Ginsberg in memory of her father Istvan Csendes
Ira Posner & Sheila Klee in honor of his 60th Bar Mitzvah anniversary
Rabbi Moshe & Naama Parnes in honor of their son Shuey’s aufruf

TORAH DIALOGUE
KIDDUSHIM






Continued on next page ….
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WE WARMLY THANK OUR SHABBAT SPONSORS
KIDDUSHIM continued from previous page












Samantha & Josh Fischler in honor of Rav Joe and the Soshtain family joining our Hollywood family
Lisa & Sammy Rhein in honor of Jonathan’s Bar Mitzvah anniversary
Warren & Enid Schwartz to commemorate the yahrzeit of his mother Estelle Schwartz
David & Sandy Epstein to commemorate the yahrzeit of his mother Celia Epstein
Irv & Fran Gottlieb to commemorate the yahrzeit of his father Leo Gottlieb
In honor of the veterans of our US Armed Forces in appreciation for their service
Mark & Crissy Kogan in honor of Jonathan’s Bar Mitzvah anniversary
Robert & Debbie Hirsch to commemorate the yahrzeit of his mother Rosalyn Hirsch and in honor of their grandson Jack’s Bar
Mitzvah
Joel & Barbara Coplowitz to commemorate the yahrzeit of her mother Lillian Safer and in honor of the birth of their new
grandson Chaim Chanoch born to Shana & Mordechai Okolica
In honor of the 9:15am minyan and welcoming the Soshtains to the community
Rabbi Yossi & Mimi Jankovits in honor of Rabbi Yossi receiving Chosson Torah

CONDOLENCES






May they be comforted amongst the mourners of Zion and Jerusalem
Ezra Greenberg and family on the loss of Ezra’s grandmother, Frances Greenberg
Maish (& Tziviah) Staiman on the loss of his mother Naomi Staiman, and to Shira (& Rabbi Moshe) Nachbar on the loss of
her grandmother
Roni (& Stephen) Kurtz on the loss of Roni’s father Samuel Leff, and to Ezra, Isaac & Reizl, Aaron and Yoni on the loss of
their grandfather
Sharon Finberg and family on the loss of her husband, our esteemed member Robert Finberg
Rabbi Rodney (& Raisie) Feinerman on the loss of his mother Ruth (Shepsie) Feinerman

DONATIONS ….continued from page 18
Shul
Jerry & Sharon Ness
Shalev & Esther Peleg
James & Nessa Reich in memory of Maish Staiman’s mother
Naomi Staiman
In memory of Roni Kurtz’s father Sam Leff
Mitchell Rosenfeld to commemorate the yahrzeit of his
mother
Leonard & Emilia Rosenstein in appreciation of his aliyah
Charles Sabo in appreciation of his Aliyah
Brad & Joy Schandler in appreciation of his aliyah
Aviva Share in memory of Roni Kurtz’s father Sam Leff
Cindy & Ethan Siev in appreciation of his aliyah
Matthew & Charly Silverman in memory of Emmanuelle
Freedman’s mother
Daniel & Linda Singer in memory of Roni Kurtz’s father
In memory of Rabbi Rodney Feinerman’s mother
Stuart & Janice Slugh in appreciation of his aliyah
Laurence & Martha Smolley in appreciation of his aliyah
Nelson & Sheila Stark in appreciation of his aliyah
Leona Stein in memory of Norman Palgon’s father
Rhonda Steinfeld
Dale Stern in memory of her mother Jean Gross, her father
Irving Gross, her brother Brian Neil Gross, her uncle Al

Gross, her aunts Dottie and Marion, and her
grandparents
Joe & Rochelle Tabbouche in honor of Sam Sugar
In honor of Shalom Anidjar
Jason & Marilyn Tache in appreciation of his aliyah
Barry & Glenda Wasserstrom
Joel & Barbara Waxman
Fred & Lori Wittlin to commemorate the yahrzeit of his father
Michael & Zoya Yusupov in appreciation of his aliyah in the
Sephardic minyan
Roman & Adelina Yusupov in appreciation of his aliyah in the
Sephardic minyan
Daniel Zahavi in appreciation of his aliyah in the Sephardic
minyan

Tomchei Shabbos
Shabbat Meals for needy families in the community
Joe & Robin Andisman
Doron & DV Kahn
Harrison & Michelle Nadel
Judy Pelman to commemorate the yahrzeit of Yaakov ben
Shmuel
Wishing a speedy and complete refuah shleimah to Ira &
Ricky Rothstein
Fred & Lori Wittlin
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Next book
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